"DOMESTIC,"
It stands at the head.
Its range of production includes every variety of practical and art needlework.

No. 1. FAMILY.
$50.
PRIMAL.

"DOMESTIC,"
The star that leads them all.
Its simplicity and ease of management make its application thoroughly practical.

No. 2. FAMILY.
$55.
DESIABLE.
"DOMESTIC,"
IT ASKS ONLY FOR WHAT IT MERITS
Universal satisfaction shows remarkable perfection in its construction and adaptation.

No. 3. FAMILY.
$60.
ELEGANT.

"DOMESTIC,"
THE LEADER IN PRACTICAL PROGRESS
Ready response to NEW and EXACTING requirements demonstrates marvelous completeness.

No. 4. FAMILY.
$65.
COMPLETE.
DOMESTIC,
Its Success is Unprecedented and without a Parallel!
New machines come and go, but the "Domestic" moves steadily forward, constantly attaining greater distinction and increased popularity, because it is the best.

DOMESTIC" QUILTER.
THE "DOMESTIC" FASHION REVIEW contains a handsome and correct representation of every paper pattern on sale by "Domestic" Fashion Agents. Published quarterly and sold by EVERY Fashion Agent.

DOMESTIC" UNDERBRAIDER.
The simplest, best and most practical braider ever incorporated into a Sewing Machine.
"DOMESTIC,"

ITS CLAIM.

The "Domestic" is the best Sewing Machine ever made. It is best in plan and design, giving superior results in practical work; best in workmanship—the fitting, finishing and hardening of the working parts being most careful and exact, without the useless polishing of prominent non-wearing parts for the purpose of catching the eye. It has the best wood work ever used on any sewing machine. No other sewing machine can show as good a record.

THES EFACTS ARE RECOGNIZED

by its competitors everywhere, in their endeavor to secure patronage by claiming equal or like degrees and qualities of merit.

"The best is always the cheapest," and the "Domestic" has proven itself to be the best.

"DOMESTIC,"

ITS LATEST TRIUMPHS!

The production of every kind of

ART NEEDLEWORK,

on every kind of Fabric and with every kind of Material, equal to the skilled product of the hand—SIMPLE! RAPID! PERFECT!

It produces

OUTLINING OF ALL KINDS,
COUCHING, QUEEN ANNE DARNING, APPLIQUÉ, ALL KINDS OF SILK, ARRASEN, CHENILLE, ZEPHYR AND CREWEL EMBROIDERIES and the celebrated KENSINGTON STITCH so that it cannot be told from the work of the hand.